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0. Introduction 
In this paper we initiate the study of linear programs all of whose co- 
efKi.cients vary through time, or, more generally, are dependent on a sin- 
!gle parameter Y. The pro’blem that we investigate is: 
(0 
maximize c(7 jrx , 
subject to A(r) x = b(r) , X20, 
where c(w) is ‘&n  X 1, A(r) is an m X a and b(v) is an m X 1 matrix 211 
of whose coefficients are rational functions of Y (and c@)~ denotes the 
transpose of c(r)). We desire to find the optimal solution x = x(v) as a 
function of r. 
Our approach to the solution of (1) is to introduce a transcendental 
quantity M over the real field R and to study the function c(M)~ xU4) 
for certain vectors x(M) all of whose entries are rational functions of 
the tr;ulscendental M and which satisfy 
. 
(2, A(M)x(M)=b(M). 
‘Using our approach, we obtain a complete characterization of the s.k- 
It;ion x(r) to (1) for all r => 0. Our main structure Uworem is the existence 
;f a. finite set of non-empty intervals I,, ..,, Ia (some of which may be 
:;ingle points) such that, for each 1i 0 = I!, . . . . g), the problem ( 1) is ei-- 
.r:her inconsistent, unbounded, or both consistent and botinded for Al 
I* E li. lM[oreover, we give, a constructive method wh.ich finds these inter- 
7‘ Original version received 21 March 1972; revised version received 9 November 1972. 
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vals and the functional forms valid on them. Theorem 2.3. P shows some 
r* nplificat:.oIBLI i w which occur iif all of the en tries in the matrices of ( ]I ) 
are linear functions 0l .i’. 
The :s:ru~;:~ure Aiheorern mentioned in the previous paragraph supplies, 
as a special instance, our results on asymptotic programming in 143 . 
However, wc do not expect it to provide as efficient a solution techni- 
que Pdr fhw: values of r as is supplied by the algorithm of [!!,I a 
It is worthwhile mcnt;i.oning the connections between the work of 
the present paper and previous work. References [ 2, 31 contain studies 
of parametric linear programming in which all the coefficients may vary. 
Our approach can be compared rather directly to that of [ 21. When the 
present approach is specialized to the situation described in [ 2 ] , it ge- 
neralizes the case “variations des aij “) of [ 21 and also provides the range 
of appl.icability of the formula given in [ 2] . This range of appli.cability, 
which is not obtained in [ 21, is crucial information, for if the determi- 
nant of the basis becomes zero dluring the variation, the linear program- 
ming optirnali ty conditions are not valid. 
It is more difficult to compare the present approach with that of 
Dantzig and Wolfe [3], since we are concerned wi.:I issues ihat are not 
of interest in [3] *, and vice-versa. It is to be remarked, however, that 
the important application of a single control parameter, as discussed in 
[3, pp. 440-4421, can be done with the present approach and without 
the need for linearizing the effects of the parameters. When both ;~p- 
proaches are specialized to this single application, a comparislDn can be 
made (of limited importance). For instance, in single control parameter 
problems, if one is to maximize x subject o rx = 0, with r as para,lmeter, 
the optimum is x = 0 for Y f 0, while the problem is unbounded for 
Y = 0. The present approach would detect this functional relationship, 
while the approach of [ 31 would note only that the problem is unboun- 
ded. other exampies can be similarly constructed to show the neted .for 
a sensitivity analysis in the problem treated by [ 31 ; it is not known if 
thz issues raised by these artificial examples arise in actual practice. 
we Idesire to find the J~~~ctional relation X(Y) in ( 1) r&her tha! 1 merely 
to calculate value z, of the 0y:timum x to (1) for specific vali.ues 9f PI 
(which may constitute “‘gridl ;Boints”) for reasons which are motrvated 
by the following considerations. In the problem of maximizing the 
identically zero function subject to - 1 <, rx 5 1, where x i:; a single 
variable wihich can be positilr’c or negative, the extreme point so’lutions 
are x =I: I /r and x = -l/r, both of w iclr “blow up” as r is sent to zero. 
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Thus, if one seyuel-2tia!ly solves linear programming problems, one is led 
to optimal policies which “go wild” as r approaches zero, despite the 
fact that, for all values of r, the non-extreme point solution x = 0 is op- 
tima. and represents an “implementable optimum”. 
In this naper, we shall give a method for finding such “implementable a 
optima”, when they exist, even if all the basic optima obtained from 
the Simplex Method “go wild”. To our knowledge, the serious short- 
coming of basic optims demonstrated in this paragraph as not Seen 
remarked before. 
1. Basic properties of the stakiard form 
1.1. Let R be the set of real numbers ;,ld R(M) the set of al! rational 
functions p(M)/q(M), where the polynomials p(M) and q(M) have coef- 
ficients in R. (All entries in the matrices of (2j are in R(M).) 
The operation of inserting a quantity r E R into a matrix X(M) with 
quantities in R(L’M), heriving a matrix X(r) with quantities in R j !s wc!1- 
defined so long as no denominator of any quantity in X(M) vanishes by 
this substitution. Evidently, X(r) is well-defined for all but finitely many 
Y, and, except for these fin tely many rs any arithmetic operation perfor- 
med between matrices in _R(Mj holds for the corresponding matrices in 
which r has been substitu&d. Values of Y for which some denominator 
of an entry of X(M) (assumed in reduced form) vanishes is called a pole 
(using the classical terminology from complex variables). The behavior 
of a solution at (or near) poles deserves detailed attention because it af- 
fects our ability to implement policies based on these solutions. 
1.2. We include below a number of examples of behavior at poles to il- 
lustrate this important phenomenon. All the examples below derive 
from two-di rqensional equality or inequality systems. 
Example 1.2.1. If the onlIt cotlstraint is (41) x 1 = M, the problem is in- 
consistent in R(M). It is ala inconsistent for 2 I # 0, but for Y = 0 it is 
consistent. By choosiljg the criterion function to be x1 , the problem can 
be made unbou ed for r = 0, or by choosing zeso as criterion 
bounded for r . Note th2t Iv = is a pole of the basis inverse - I/M. 
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E~amnpfe 1.:2.2. Here the constraints determine the problem if 1” # 0, 
and they ark: 
x2 = 1, 
Mxj -x2 =M- 9. 
The R(M) solution is x1 =x2 = 1 for all M, so there is no :ipole at r = 0, 
even though the determinant of the basis B(r) is zero for I’ = 0, Further- 
more, this R(M) solution is a valid solution at Y = 0, though it is only 
one of infinitely many solutions, the Line x2 = 1 giving all such solu- 
tions. ThuilI there are points in the feasible region for Y = 0 which are not 
the limit o:’ points in the feasible regions for Y > 0. 
If the criterion function to 3e optimized is x2, the solution x 1 = x2 = 1 
is optimum at 7 = 0. Were the criterion function to be optimized x1 , the 
problem is unbounded at P = 0. If x1 were the criterion function and the 
constraint x1 < 2 was appended, the optimum at Y = 0 is xI = 2, x2 = 1, 
which is not the optimum obtained from the R(M) solution. One notes 
that, in both latter cases, z#J) - c&M) = 0 identica!ly in M for j = 1, 2, 
so that even at I’ = 0 the optimality conditions c>f the; Simplex Method 
are met for the non-optimal solution x1 = x2 = 1. (This does not con- 
tradict with the fact that x1 = x2 = 1 is not optimal for r = 0, since at 
r = 0, the problem is not of full rank, and the optimality cti&Yitions fm 
the Simplex Method presuppose full rank for their correct application.) 
Example 1 J.3. The problem is to 
maximize x2 , 
subject to x2 +x3 = 1, 
4 -x2 +xq =o, 
“1 3 9, “3, ) X4 2 0 . 
(Here, x1; and x4 are slack variables.) There are precisely two optimal 
basic sol.Aons valid for all r .with 0 < r < 1, and they give x 1 = M-’ , 
x2 = 1,x5 =M-' - 1,x3 =x4 =O,andalsoxl =x2 = 1,x4 = 1 -M 
:r:s =xg = 0, respectively. Thus one has a pole at zero, the other does’ 
nut. The solution x1 =x2 = 1 is in addition optimal al zero, 
13~ampAe 12.4. Let us take as constraints 
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il +M2)x1 -x* +x3 = 2M2 : 
(2M2 + 1)x1 -@MI +1)X2 -X4 =-jif’ 
(with the usual non-negativity conditions, of course). The optimal solu- 
tion for either x1 +x2 or x2 - x1 as criterion function has x1 and x2 in 
the basis, and it is x1 = 2 + MB2 and x2 = 3 + M-*. There is a pole at 
r = 8 from both below and above zero. The criterion function x1 + x2 is 
unbounded near this pole, but the criterion function x2 -- xi never ex- 
ceeds one near the pole At the pole r = 0, the criterion function x1 +x2 
is unbounded, while x2 - x 1 is zero for all feasible points. 
If one adds the constraint x1 + x2 > +, i.e.. 
2x1 + 2X, - xg = 1 
with the surplus variable x5 2 0, then x5 is in the optimal basis in R(M) 
with x5 = 9 + 4M-* At Y = 0, the criterion x2 .- x1 has the optimal . 
(degenerate) basic feasible solution x1 = x2 = +, .y5 = 0, which is not 
derived from the R(M) solution. 
If instead of the equation of the !ast paragraph, one adds x2 - xl 2 j- 
in the form 
2X1 -- 2x* +x5 =-1 5 
then x5 is in the optimal R(M) basis with x5 = 1 independent of M, and 
the problem is inconsistent for r = 0. 
1.3. If we multiply out both sides of the equality constraints in (2) by, 
say, the product of a?.1 denominators in ,4(M) and b(N), WC shall obtain 
a riew problem which has on:y polynomials in M in the stipulations ma- 
trix and requirements vector; and, evidently, one can similarly insure 
that the criterion function has only polynomial entries by multiplying 
by suitable polynomials in different ranges of Y E R. 
By 1.1, this algebraic manipulation would be valid except at poles of 
the quantities in A(M), b(M) and c(M). But at such poles, (1) is actually 
undefined as a problem, while this manipulation does not affect our abi- 
lity to study behavior near those poles. 
Thus we can assume, without loss of generality, that (1) is in the fol- 
lowing stafldard form : 
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maximize .‘I’ x , 
In (3), all A czl, !I(~) and c@ are matrices ovu IX. In the future, we shall1 
always assume the standard form (3), and when we refer to A(r), b(r) 
and C(Y), these shall be the matrices front the standard form. 
i .4. We now investigate the issue of the assumption of full (row) rank 
for A (AI), where A (AI) derives from A(r) by inserting IM for I*. 
Theorem 1.4.1. If A(M) is not of full runk, then either (1) has a cmz-. 
strain t which is redundant $or all but perhaps finitely many r, or c:lse ( P ) 
is inconsistnnt for all but perhaps finitely many r. 
Proof. The coXumns of A(M) ajld the column vector b(M) are vectors ill 
m-dimensional space over the Cield R(M) of rational functions in W. AS 
in any finite-dimensional vectcx space, the classical Grnm-Schmidt pro- 
cess of orthonormalization can be applied to the columns of d(N) to 
produce a set q(M), . . . . u,(M) of orthonormal vectors with the same 
span as the columns of A(M). Xow s 5 m - 1 if A(M) is ;iot a full rank. 
There are now two cases to consider and, in the firs1 case, b(M) is 
found, by the process, not to lie in the span of u1 (M), , .., v,(M), and in 
fact a vector w(M) + 0 is produced sluch that 
(4) w(Mp vi(M) = 0 for-j := 1, . . . . s , 
and. scalars 3 1 (M), . .., h,(M) are produced such that 
(5) b(M) = S; &j(M) Vjf’hI) + W(M) l 
J-=1 
Now, except for poles of the quantities in (4) and (IS), the equetions (4) 
and (5) hold for aPI r, and, except for mos of w(M), ~(~1~) + 0 also holids. 
Since these poles and zeros are only finitely many, ( 1) is incon.sistent for 
9 finitely many Y. 
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In the second case, b(M) is found to be in the span of u1 @4), .. . . v,(M), 
helAce in the span of the columns of A(M), so that the matrix [A(M), 
b(M)] obtained by adjoining the column vector b(M) to A(M) has 
column rank s 5 m - 1. Hence its row rank is <, bn - 1, so that one 
equality in (3) is a linear combination of the others. This linear combi- 
nation is valid for all r, except possibly the finitely many poles of the 
coefficients in it, so that we have redundancy for all except these Y. 
One cannot replace the phrase “for all but fiilitely many” with “for 
all” in the above theorer,?. It evider.tly can be dangerous to operate at 
the “finitely many” points cited in the th,torem since the tiniest varia- 
tion may cause inconsistency. 
The reader will find no difficulty in fstablishing the next result, using 
the fact that det B(M) is a polynomial in M. 
Theorem 1.4.2. If B(M) consists of nz cohrnrzs of A(M), and B(M) is got 
invertible in F(M), then B(r) is f!ot irwertible in F for all r. 
In view of the analysis just gi:;en, we may consider the case where 
A(M) is of full rank in all of the work that follows. But note that if OX 
finds a redundancy in the pr&lem (3) for r = 8, it could be extremely 
risky to simply drop the redundant constraint, i.e., drop a redundant 
row in A@! One must actually know that [his row is redundant in A(M). 
1.5. Let B(M) be a basis in A(M), i.e., consist of m linearly independent 
columns of A(M). Then we define the quantities 
05) 
(71 
Q(M) = (B(M))-’ b(M) , 
~$?(&a> = (B(M))-’ aj(M) (j = 1, . . . . 12) , 
where a&M’ is the jth column of A(M), an3 
(8) ~7 (Ic3) = CB (M) yj(M) (j = 1, . . . . n) , 
where cB :,_ ‘RJ) is that subvector of c(M) containing the cost coefficien5 
for the columns in B(M). 
), w&htks like xB ) have different equivalent forms which 
are not necessarily equivalent hen* e.g.9 a factor ( - $b 
is cance denominator of a compone:nt of xB UW 
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and one wishes x&& Except at poles, such cancellations do not mat- 
t,,, but at a pole yo, ifka (M) has all its components in “lowest terms”, 
xg(yo) can exist even if (B(r,)) -l does not exist. Nevertheless, as we: 
shall see below in 2.1, such solutions Q (ro) obtained by “smoothing 
over a pole” can still be physically meaningful. 
1.6. We now name the concepts we shall employ. Whenever we say that 
a certain property holds “at r”, we shall have in mind some matrix in 
R(M) and we mean that the property holds of the matrix obtained by 
substituting Yfor M throughout. Moreover, whenever a quantity of any 
sort is discussed and said to do something, or have some property, we 
intend to imply also that the quantity exists (i.e., is defined). 
We shall say that A(M) is reguZar at r. if all invertible m X ?n subma- 
trices B(J4) of A(M) have B(r,) invertible. If A(M) is not regular at ro, 
we say it is sirzglckzr at ‘0. 
WC jlly that x(M) E K(Mr is fca gible or optimal feasible or optimal 
bask fea.yiblc at r. if x(ro) is. A solution x0 to (1) at r. is called stable 
if, for some basis B(M) in A(M), xf! = x,(ro); other-wise, x9 is called 
ifralzsie,nI’. By 1.4: a’11 optimal basic solutions are stable. 
Let us suppose that (1) has an optimum (hence is bounded) in some 
non-trivial non-empty connected interval with right-hand endpoint at 
y. which need nat include r. . In these circumstances, we say that (1) is 
tame from the? left at r. if there exists any function x(r) which is 
bounded at r. 9 defined on an interval of the type just described, and 
which is optimal throughout he interval, except possibly at ro. Similar- 
ly, the notion of tame from the right at r. is defined; the opposites of 
these notions are wild from the le,‘t and wild from thp right. A point is 
tame if it is tame from both directions, and wild if it is wild from any 
direction. If one does not have at r. a situation as described in the first 
sentence of this yijragraph (eitiier from the left or right), the cnlrespond- 
ing notions of wild and tame are simply not applicable. 
Note that, if B(r) is invt rtible, then B(r) xB (r) = b(r), as can be seen 
by multiplying through by B(r) in the expression xB 5) = (B(r)) i b(r). 
However, if B(r) is not invertible, even though R(M) 1s invertible in 
A, the situztion is not as clear, since (B(r))- 1 does not exist (but see 
2.1 below on this point). 
1.7’. We give some elementary results. 
Thmrenia 1,X1. Let B(M) be a basis in A(M) which LS invertibk at ro. Then: 
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(i) Neither xB (M) nor z@(M) has a pole at rQ. 
(ti)IfXB(r#h??d j (+--cj(‘&?~forj= l,...,fl, thetlxB(M) zs 
is optiml at r. . 
hoof. (i) Since _yB ) is a rational function of M, it is undefined wher- 
ever it has a pole. However, since B(ro I- t 
exis::s. The argument for zf 
exists, .xs (rO ) = (B(r,))- i F&-J 
exists, the usual theory of the Simplex Algorithm 
app!ied and the validity of the ordinary optimality conditions is 
derived (as, e.g., in the argument given by Hadley [ 4, pp. ?S-971). 
By Example 1.2.2, one needs the invertibility of B(M) at r0 in order 
to always be certain of the optimality of x8(M) at rO, even when the 
Simplex optimality conditions are me?. 
Corollary 1.7.2. Every wild point is a singular poiFr t. 
Proof. Let r. be a poir~t, which, without loss of generality, can be taken 
to be wild from below, and S(M) a basis for ,Nhich rcg (M) is optimal for 
r below and sufficiently close to ro. Since xB (M) must, by the hypothe- 
sis, have a pole at ro, by Theorem ‘r .7.1, B(M) is not invertible at ye, so 
A(M) is singular at rO. 
Theorem 1.7.3. 
(i) A(M) is singular at only finitely many points. 
(ii) A(M) is of fulZ rank (in R(M)) precisely if there is some poim 
where A(r) is of fuZ1 rank. 
(iii) If Ato) is of full rank (in R; see eq. (3)), then A(M) is of fir/l rank. 
(iv) If either A@) + A@-*) + . . . + A(O) or At”) - Atuwl) + . . . + A@) 
(with the + if u is even and the - if u i$ odd) is of fdZ ractk. thaw A Q 
is of frdl rank. 
(v) If Afu) is of full rank, then A (M) is of full tm k. 
Proof. (i) There are only finitely many invertible B(N) in A@!) cons s- 
ting of wz columns of A(M). Each has a determinant p&V) which is a 
polynomial in M and is not the zero polynomial, so edch of these -?ni- 
tely many B have pB (r) = 0 for only finitely many Y, hn 
result. 
(ii) If A(M) is of full ra 
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BP’). The/: since pg (M) + 0, for some Y, m3 (r) # 0 and pg (r) is the de- 
terminant of B(r), a submatrix of A(r), SC /l(r) has full rank. 
Conve,rsely, if, for some rY A(r) has full rank, &hen there is an inver- 
tible m X ~1 submatrix B(r) such that p&l # 0, so pg (M) # 0 and 
.R(M) is invertible,, 
(iii) One notes that A(*) is A(0) and employs (ii). 
(iv) 0~ notes that the fiist sum is A( 1) 2nd the second sum is A(- l), 
alnd one employs (ii) s 
(v) In the expressilon for A(M) given by the left-hand side of the 
quality constraint in (iii), let us replace M by 1 /V (V some new inde- 
terminate) ,wherever it occurs, and then multiply the result by P. We 
obtain the matrix polynomial 
Let B(M) be an m X m submatrix of the original A(M) with determinant 
&M). The change from M to l/V converts the determindnt of the same 
P’~Y columns in A(M) to pB (1 IV), and the multiplication of every element 
1:: y P converts this determinant to F/Urn pg (l/V), tbe determinant of 
t.he same m columns in (9). 
Since (9) is a porynomial in V, the determinant of any m columns is 
also, so qg (V) = V”M pB ( 1 /V) is a polynomial. To show that pLij (M) is 
not the identically .tero polynomial for some B(M), i.e., to show A(M) 
of full rank, it suffices to show that qg (V) is not the identically zero 
polynomial for some B(iL2). For this, it suffices to show that qs (0) is 
not zero for some m’(M), i.e., by [iii) above, that the determinant of 
some m columns in _A@) ii not zero, a.nd this fact is immediate, if AtU) 
isI of full rank. 
We remark that, at a.ny non-singtilar point ro, if there exists a botinded 
cq?imal solution in some neighborhood (either on the right or left) of 
Bag, then there is a stable optimal solution at r,, . For since the only basic 
solutions to (1) are stable ones, evidently there would exist a basis B(M) 
in -4(M) such that xg (M) is optimal in some neighborhood of rQ, and 
hence, since B(r,) is invertible and the 2; (r) - cf (r) continuous at r. ., 
-11’~ (r. ) would also be optimal. And evidently, for the conclusion of this 
remark, we need onr1.y that soane basis B(M) in A(M) be invertible at r. 
r.nd cptirnal in some neighborhood of Q, ., which is a condit ion weaker 
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than regularity of Q. However, it is a stronger condition than the condi- 
tion that the point y. be tame from some side. 
2. Some results of a specialized nature 
2.1. We now investigate xB (ro) at points y. where B(ro ) is not invertible. 
Our result is that xB (ro) is still a solution to (1) if xB (Y) has been a solu- 
tion in some neighborhood (either on the left or right) of Q, but the in- 
terest in the result is muted by the fact that optimality of xB (r) 51 such 
a neighborhood need not imply optimality at y. (as Example i .2.2 
shows). 
For any matrix C (possibly a vector) with entries in R, we define the 
norm of C, designated i C I, as the sum of the absolute values o,faZl erl- 
tries in C’. This is one ci a: Gcal definition of norm for matrices, and it is 
well known that, for dimension compatible matrices C and D, the fol- 
lowing three laws hold: 
WV 
IC+DII ICI+ IDI, 
ICDIL ICI IDI ) 
ICI = 0 * C = 0 (i.e, all entries in C are zero) . 
The first and third of these laws are triGa! exercises; the second is pro- 
ven by regrouping the sum of absolute va!ues of entries in CD properly, 
and it is not hard. 
Theorem 2.1.1. Suppose that B(M) is a basis for A(M). Therl if 
xB (r()) 2 0, xB (“0) is feasible for (1). 
Proof. Suppose that the determinant of B(r) is non-zero and hence 
xB (r) exists. 
Let us employ the algebraic identity 
B(ro 1 x0-, ) - b(ro j = B(r, ) (x(ro ) - x(r) j t (B(ro j - B(F) b x(r) 
+ @@)x(r) - b(r)b + (b(r) - bVO i> . 
Hence 
(11) 
Nro 1 x( o, r $ - b(r,)l<_ IB(ro)l Ix(ro) --x(r)1 
+ IB(r,) - + lb(r) - b(r,)l , 
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.where -cqe abbreviate xB (rj by x(r) and USC: the fact that, wherever the 
,.W- * minant of B(r) is non-zero and x(r) e&ts, x(r) is a solution to the 
ecj,uality consltraints of ( Id. 
Now the determinant of B(M) (taken in the field R(M)! is a polyno- 
mial different from the zero polynomial (since B(M) is a basis for A(M)). 
Hence it has only finitely many roots in R, and so:, for aTI r sufficiently 
near rO, we can assume that r is not a root of this polynomial. For all 
:;uchl r, the determinant of B(r) will be different from zero. Thus, for 
these values of all, the inequality ( 11) is valid. 
Letussendr-r o ; since x(ro j exists (and hence x(r) does not have a 
Fc:,le at roj, it is easy to show that x(r) + x(ro j. Since B(r) and b(r) are 
@ynornials (as we assume in (11) in some standard form), we see that 
B(r) + B(r,j and b(r) -+ b(r,j as r + ro. Iience the right-hand side of the 
inequality (11) can be &Bade arbitrarily close 10 zero. The left-hand side, 
however, is independent of r, anJ so this implies that iB(ro jx(ro j - 
bCro)l = 0, which: by the third law of (lo), is precisely what we want. 
Corollary 2.1.2. If, for all r sufficien tl’t close and below (or, alternatively, 
above) rO p xB (r) 1s feasible for ( I! >, and xB (r) has no pole at ro, then 
xg (r. ) is feasible fur ( 1 j. 
Roof. If.+(r) has nc! pole at r(), it is continuous there. Since for values 
of r sufficiently close and below CDr above) r. we hlave .x1’ (rj 2 0, we 
must have $3 (ro, ; 12 0. By Tht~xmxn 2.1.1, xB (1 o ) is feasible, 
2.2. The next result can be quioe useful. 
Ti~eor~ 2.2. I. If B(M) is a basis for A(M), 
f12; B(M) I= 5 B(‘) Mi 
i=O 
&so that, for i = 0, . . ., u, B”) .* cmsists of the same choice oj‘m columns 
in A(‘) ah B(A4) does in A(M)), and if BtJU) is invert&Se and d is the largest 
degree ot a.;?_~ power of M in the polyniymial part of any component of _ 
), we have d + u 5 v. (Qf’ course, u is as defined in the Jtandard 
form (3 ).) 
4, 3.11, we can assume an expression for xs!(M) h the form 
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(13) x*(M) = 5 ~(21 M’ + &1) , 
i=O 
wk;ere x(*l for i = 1 , . . . . d is a vector of reals, x(d) f 0, and x(- l) is a vec- 
tor of infinitesimals of R(M). 
Using (12) and (13), we see that the vector coefficient of Md+u in 
B(M) X~ (M) is B(‘) xCd). Since B@) is invertible and x(~‘) # 0 BCu) X(~) # 
0. By the uniqueness result in [J, 3.11, this latter vector muit equal the 
(vector) coefficient of Md+z4 in b(M). If d -t u > u, this coefficient i,n 
b(M) is zero, so we must have d + u <: u. 
Note that the invertibility of B’@ in ( 12) cannot irisurc that xg (M) is 
free from poles, as the one-variable constr:,int set (1 - 42) x’ 1 = 1 shows. 
-411 that can be said is apparently already implied by 1.3, i.e., that 
xg (M) has qo pqle at zero. 
Since one often has u <: u in practice, when A(M) is such th;L.: every 
invertible B(M) has B@) invertible, then :lll solutions x,(M) will be finite, 
and if u < u, these solutions will be infKtesima1. Thus as one sends 
r -+ 00, the optimal basic solutions, if they exist (i.e., if the problem is 
neither unbounded nor inconsistent), will be stabilizing near a specific 
vector x E Rn . 
2.3. Special attention should be given to the ZiPzec,rr ase (3), where 
u u-19 = = 1. Then the matrices A(‘), b(l), .dl) give the relative rates oj’ 
growth in the demand made by activities on 2 factor, in the availability 
of a factor, and of the increase in profit, respectively. After all, in many 
cases, only these relative rates are known and higher-order effects are 
hard to estimate; and there is the common ;Irgument for “linearizing” a 
problem. 
The complexity ~,1' a basiic solution X~ (M) is, of course, related to the 
complexity of (B(M))-i ~ where B(M) = B(l) M + B(O) is a basis in .4(M) = 
F$(‘)M i-A(‘J. A result on the nature of such inverses is therefore q&en- 
tially of use, and this is what we give next. 
Theorem 2.3.1. Let W and Y be m x m m,wrices with epltries in R, atld 
suppose that V is invertible. Then (WM + V) has arz inverse ilz R(M), a& 
that itaverse is given b) 
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X(M) = 
where the following conditions hold. 
(i) Setting q(M) = q8 MS + qs_l MS-’ + . . . + q1 M f qo,,we have 
s<r+l,and 
q() A!r+l + q1 Mr + 9-b + qr-1 M2 - qr M + qp+l lm 
is the least co:?zmon multiple of the minimum polyflomials of W V-l 
and’ V-’ W. 
(ii) With notation as in (1): 
(a) do1 = q. V-l ; 
(b) &for i 2 I, we have 
Co = iY-l(qiI, - qi_l(W V-l) - ,,. - qo(W V-l>‘), 
where .Im is the m x m identity matrix. 
Proof. It suffices to show that, if we perform the multiplications 
(WM + V) (zl[zo@l M’) a:ad (21{EoC’@ M’) (WA!4 I- D, we get 
q(M) l;n = 4’s A@’ ipn + qs_1 iti’-’ Im + .a* + q1 A! Im + qQ _Im .
We shall check only the first product, leaving the secondi to the reader. 
In order to obtain the desired result, the distributive laws for matrices, 
together with the uniqueness result0 of [4,3.2], show that we *must have 
The third eqmtion of ( 14) certainly holds by (ii)(a) above, Assuming 
inductively that the rnidtlle equation of (14) ho& for lo.wk::r values of i 
if one uses (ii)(e) and (ii)(b), we see that the ifh equation is equivalent 
to 
di+l’ = 1G/-’ (qi+l ~* - W di)) 
= v--i (qi+ 1 I,:. 
= ‘-’ (qi+l rm 
- W V-l (qilm -q._1 (W v-3) - . . . -qe, (W V)‘)) 
-qi(WV-‘j--qi_1 !,lvV-1)2 - ,..-qo(WV-‘)‘+I), 
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which agrees with (ii)(b). 
Finally, the first equation in (14) is equivalent o 
qr+l Im = 4~ (W V-‘) - qr._1 (W V-l )* - . . . -40 (W V-’ )‘+l , 
which is satisfied by (i) of the theorem. This completes the proof. 
&roll~y 2.3.2. If B(M) = W M + V, then the poles of xg (M) are among 
the roots of q(M), with q(M) asgiven In Theorem 23.1. 
Proof. This is evident since x8 (M) = X(M) b(M), and b(M) is a polyno- 
mial matrix in M. 
3. e parametric algorithm 
3.1, We begin by giving some results which will be needed to prove that 
our algorithm converges after firritely many ordinary linear program- 
ming problems are solved. 
For an arbitrary rational function Y(X) = p(x)/q(x) E R(x j, evidently 
we have r(x) 2 0 on a finite union of intervAs, where an “interval” is 
meant in the usual sense, may or may not contain its endpoints, and 
may degenerate to a single point (but may not be empty). (Of course, 
the finite union may be empty.) Consequently, given any finite set 
yt (x), l ‘a9 ?$x-) of elements of R(x), we have rt ix) 2 0, ,.., r,(x) >_ 0 
simultaneously on a finite union of intervals. 
For r(x) = p(x)/qc X) E R(x), we define a maximal interval for r(x ) > 0 
to be an interval I such that r(x) 2 0 for x E I, which is not strictly 
contanned in another interval of the same type. 
Such intervals can be found, or at least estimated to any desired de- 
gree of accuracy, by well-known classical techniques. Without loss of 
generality, r(x) can be taken to be in lowest terms y(x)/y(x) by using 
the Euclidean algorithm for polynomials. Then one can estimate the 
locations of roots of the numerator and denominator of Y(X) to any de- 
sired degree of accuracy by any of several available methods (e.g., 
Sturm’s Theorem, as given in [5, p. 2201). Following these calculations 
the determination of maximum intervals is straightforward. 
Let B(M) be a basis in A(M). Then note that Q( 
non-negativity conditions on m rationa! functions; and also the condi- 
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tions z;(M) - q(M) 2 0 (i =: 1, .e., n) constitutes the same for n more 
r;itionA functions. From our discussion above, the next result is imme- 
d %e. 
Rropssition 3. ‘1.1. Let B(M) be a basis in A(M). Then: 
(i) Q(M) iJ; feasible on a finite union of intervals, 
(ii) XB (M) is optimal on a jkite union of ir2 tervals. 
We now give some terminology that is helpful in abbreviating length- 
ier descriptions that commonly occur during the discussion of the para- 
metric algorithm. 
We say that B(M) is l-wvailable on an interval I if B(M) is a basis in 
A(M) for which xB (M) is optimal feasible on I. We say that the pair 
(B(M), Q(M):) is 2-availubk on a:: interval I if B(M) is a basis in A(M), 
a(M) a column in A(M)? and if, for all Y E I, the following conditions 
are: met :
(1) y(r) = (B(i.))-‘a(r) 5 0; 
(2) z&r) - q(r) > 0, where &‘M) is the-jth column a&M) of A(M); 
(3) y(r) # 0, with y(r) as defined in (1). 
The reader will note that, if the pair (B(M), a(M)) is 2-available on I, 
then, for any x E I, the standard proofs for the Simplex Method show 
how to obtain a “ray” of solutions in the feasible set on which the cri- 
terion is unbounded. Finally, we say that B(M) is 3wailable on an in- 
terval I if B(M) is a basis in the Phase I for ( 1) (not for (1) itself) which 
is optimal for the Phase I on the interval /” and which, on that interval, 
gives a negai’ive criterio:l value. The reader will note that a 3-available 
basis B(M) on an intervdT I is actually tin concrete demonstration of the 
inconsistency of ( B ) on the in tezval I. 
The notions of 2-available and 3-available, in addition to involving 
the non-negativity of certain rational functions, also involves their strict 
polsitivity and dii’ference from zero; but such considerations differ from 
no’n-negativity bd! only the removal of a finite set of p(Jints, so that the 
previous discussion of non-negativity for a set of rational functions is 
sub!;tantially unchanged if one wishes to include positivity and differ- 
ence from zero. Thus the next result is immediate. 
Proposition 3.1.2. 
(0 Arzy pair (B(M), c!(M)) is 2wailable on a finite uniort 12jS intervals. 
(ii) A iZy B(ikiJ) a’s kvailable OIZ a finite zrrk~z of i?z tcrrvals 
3. T;he pmme 
We say that an inierv 
;Itroug!zout p) which is I- 
e anly coilsider the case of an ascendin 
other case follows by symmetry of ow ar~~rn~nt 
tradiction, assuming that such an ascending s~~~~~~~ exists. 
Since there are only three types of intervals, thcsr must bc infinittly 
many intervals of one type, say e.g., type 2, wlrieh is th hardest i~~~via 
se; if we demonstrate t 
there QCCUC infinitely many 
seen how to adapt this tech 
type 3 maximal intervals. 
which is 2-avai 
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Let r. E R and suppose that rl , r2, r3, . . . is an infinite sequence with 
Y > r. for each IZ, and lim,r, = ro. We say that the sequence rl, r2, . . . 
is of type 1 if, for each z, there is a basis Bn (M) which is l-available at 
r, (and Bn (M) may, of course, vary with n). Similarly, we can define 
notions of the se:quence rl, r2, . . . being of type 2 and of type 3. 
Theorem 3.1.4. If there exists an infinite sequence of type j (/ = 1, 2, 3) 
*for rot then there eAsts a number 6 > 0, 8 E R, and an object cfor type 
1, a basis B(M); for type 2, a pair (B(J4), a(M)); for type 3, a basis B(M) 
~CV* the Phase I) which is j-available on the interval (r. , r. + 6). 
Prodf. Fix, for each r,, , a maximal interval In of type j which contains 
vu, and let 0, be r.he object which is j-available on &. Since only fini- 
tely many objects can be j-available, there is some object 0 which is 
j-available infinitely often. If none of the intervals I,, has r. either as 
left-hand endpoint or as a member, then the infinitely recurring object 
0 corresponds to an infinite sequence of decreasing maximal intervals 
(cleqrly disjoint by maximality), which cannot occur by Theorem 3.1.3. 
Mence some interval In has r. as endpoint or member and the result 
is immediate since (n cannot be a point (as r, E In and rn # ro). 
Tlheorem 3.1 S. There are ni3 regular points r. for which there is no ob- 
ject of any of the three types j = 1, 2, 3 available at ro. 
Proof. This result follows easily from the results in I .4 and the te$zhni- 
ques illustrated there. 
3.2. We are now ready to describe the Parametric Algorithm and prove 
its finiteness of convergence. 
Suppose that we have solvel3. the problem (1) at the specific point ro. 
We now show how to solve the ,!ocal problem; i.e., how to determine a 
6 > 0, S E IX, and an object 0 and some type j = 1, 2,3 such that 0 is 
j-available on [r o, r. + 6). Qne simnly constructs a sequence rl, r2, ..” 
such that r, > r. for each n and lim,r, = r. ; e.g., one might take 
5.l =ro + 2-? Fo 1 r each n, one solves in succession the problem ( 1) at 
rn. By the lalst result in 3.1 above, the solution lei;ids to some object 0, 
which is j-available at rn for j = 1, 2 or 3. Then one d.etermines a maxi- 
mal interval P with r, E I on which n is j-available, and, if this interval 
has r0 as left-hand endpoint or as member, one has sd>lvecs :-he local prob- 
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Iem; otherwise, tine goes on to solve the problem at Y,~ +1 (or at r,, , 
where m is the least integer such that rrn 9: In ; many variations are cos- 
sible here). 
TO show that a solution to the local problem is obtained after finitely 
many linear programs are solved at finitely many Y,~, one simply notes 
that, at all the points mentioned in the previous paragrap!!, some object 
0, is j-available, and since j has the range j = 1, 2, 3, this means that the 
infinite sequence rl , r2, . . . contains an infinite subsequence of some 
type j = 1, 2 or 3. By 3.1 above, an object 0 exists and 6 > 0, 6 E R, 
exists such that 0 is j-available on (Ye, Q-, + 6). In fact, the proof of 
Theorem 3.1.3 shows that one will actually find such an object 0, for 
that proof shows that there cannot be an infinite decreasing sequence 
of maximal intervals all disjoint on which any specific 0 is found to be 
j-available for some j = 1, 2 or 3. 
There is an alternate method ir‘or solving the local pr<)blem which prc- 
supposes the material in our paper [;ii ; and we mention it here because 
it gives a more efficient solution to the local problem. Specifically, at 
p. one solves the asymptotic linear program with r. +111-l in place of 
r in its every occurence in (1). As mentioned in the introduction to [4], 
this use of asymptotic programming ives a parametric form of the so- 
lution to (1) in a parameter t, where t and Y are related by Y = yO + t- ’ . 
This form is valid for all t sufficiently large, i.e., for all Y sufficiently 
close to r. with r > ro. 
This “solution” will be an actual solution tc.1 ( 11 if such exists, for th< 
cited values of r, or else it will be of types 2 or 3 in the appropriate 
cases, i.e., if (1) is unbounded for such r or inconsistent for such r, res- 
pectively. When one obtains a solution with t as parameter, one can 
simply set t = (r - r,)-l in the expression derived by the asymptotic 
algorithm. 
We remark that, in 3.4 below, the asymptotic algorithm adapted to 
the local problem can’be used to provide a computational scbenr(s for 
treating wild points. 
One can use the solution technique for the local problems to !juIve for 
r 2 Q in (1) as follows. 
Starting at r. -  0, one uses the local solution technique to find a IZILIX- 
imal interval (ro, r. + 6). If if the maximal interval is semi- 
infinite, one has already solv xrwise, one sets 
r1 
= y. I- a,, uses the local solution technique to fief a maximal Mx- 
val (rl, rl + 6, ), etc., u one obtains 6, = 03 for some !I. 
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Evidently, one must finally have 6, = 00 for some iu~, hence a corn- 
ple!te tiolution for all Y 2 (3, since, by 3.1, one cannot have all ascending 
si Llue:nce of maximal intervals. 
3J. Such is the parametric algorithm. It is computationallv untested, 
anid we do not expect it l;enerally to be efficient. 
Critical factors influencing the efficiency of this algorithm are: 
(1) the efficiency of sclllution techniques t6r finding the roots of high- 
degree pof _Jnomials; 
(2) the rumber of maxii-nal intervals encountered before one obtains 
&? =oO_ 
Note that (2) is affected by the precise choice of an object 0 maximal 
in some interval; perhaps ome other object (of the same type) would 
be maximal in a far large], interval, by-passing anumber of intervals one 
rzncounters starting from the object 0. Possibly, it “pays” to explore 
for alternate optima for types 1 and 3, and alternate rays of unbounded- 
rless fol type 2, to find a:1 object maximal on as large an interval as pos- 
sible. 
Until computational research is undertaken for this algorithm, we 
shall not know the aldvantages of various solution techniques, of which 
there are eviden:ly many, all based on the parametric algorithm. 
3.4. We now take up the crucial question of which points are wild points. 
We suppose, then, that we are in the situation of wildness on the left, 
i.e.: the problem (1) is consistent and bounded in some interval, wh:ich 
is more than a single poir;t, with right-hand end point y. E R. By our 
previous work, for some basis J3(M) in A(M), -Q(M) is optimal feasible 
in an interval Of this type. Now if the criterion VdUe c&k!) xS(kf) has a 
pole at yo, clearly one cannot remain optimal near y. by remaining in 
any boun.ded set, so y. is wild from the left. 
Also, the techniques ir, 2.1 above show that, if there is any function 
X(T) which is continuous at y. and simply feasible in arl interval of the 
type discussed, then X(Y~ ) is feasible at Q. I-Ience if ( 1) is inconsistent 
at l po , evidently y. is wild from the Mt. 
However, it remains pclssible that the prc lem ( 1) is consistent at y. 
and that the optimal criterion value CB (Y) XB (r) doles not have a pole &t 
course, the problem can still be unbounded at yo, as Example 
% .2.4 shows, even though y. 1s tame.) In such cases, let us c,ansider the 
following R(M) program 
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I1 
maximize - 2’ Xj , 
j=l 
:subject taA(M) x = b(M) , 
c(M) X = cB (Ml $3 (M) , 
X20. 
The parametric algorithm can be used to solve (1 S), obtai.Cng a ma- 
trix C(M) which is a basis for ( 15), and a solution xc(M) which is opti- 
mal feasible for (15) in some interval, which is more than one point, 
with right-hand endpoint at ‘eO. (Note that, near q,, ( 15) is consistent 
and bounded, for it has xB (A!) as solution,) 
Suppose that y. is tame from the left. ?hen there exists a function 
x(r) which is bounded at Y*, optimal in r~ neighborhood near ~c, and 
which meets all the constraints of (15). Hence there is some uniform 
bound from below on the criterion value for (15) in some neighborhood 
of ro. This bound must be realized by xc(M), so that x&W) cannot have 
a pole at yO (noting that a positive pole of x&M) cannot cancel a nega- 
tive one, due to the non-negativity conditions). 
If yO is wild from the left, then xc(M) must have a pole at q, (in some 
component), or else it is a function continuous and hence bounded at I’() 
which realizes the optimum c(M) x&M) = cB (M) _xB @I) for (2) in a 
neighborhood of q,. 
Thus, to test for the wildness of yO on the left, one need only use the 
parametric algorithm to solve (1.5) near y. and investigate the poles of 
tire solution xc(M). Since xC(M).is basic solution for (15), it contains 
210 more than (rn + 1) variables positive, as only a single new constraint 
has been added. If xc(M) has noipoles, it can be used to approach yO 
Mthout “blowing up”, if one does not have a basic solution to (I ) which 
is without poles. 
Evidently, our discus::ion has also established the following theoretical 
result. 
TZr-reorenm 3.41. If (1) is tume from cithcr side cl’t rO, the71 r?lcW exists a 
r*ationu? function x(r) with no more thccn (m + 1) posizive vuriuhles, 
which has no poZe at r,-,, and whkh is optimal feasible OH some mu tri- 
vial interval on the same side of r0 as the tameness of rO. 
I40 
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